Non-Markovian effects can speed up the dynamics of quantum systems while the limits of the evolution time can be derived by quantifiers of quantum statistical speed. We introduce a measure for characterizing the non-Markovianity of quantum evolutions through the Hilbert-Schmidt speed (HSS), which is a special type of quantum statistical speed. This measure has the advantage of not requiring diagonalization of evolved density matrix. Its sensitivity is investigated by considering several paradigmatic instances of open quantum systems, such as one qubit subject to phase-covariant noise and Pauli channel, two independent qubits locally interacting with leaky cavities, V-type and Λ-type three-level atom (qutrit) in a dissipative cavity. We show that the proposed HSS-based non-Markovianity measure detects memory effects in perfect agreement with the well-established trace distance-based measure, being sensitive to system-environment information backflows.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of quantum systems with the surrounding environment leads to dissipating energy and losing quantum coherence [1] . Nevertheless, the process does not need to be monotonic and the quantum system may recover temporarily some of the lost energy or information due to memory effects during the evolution [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This dynamical behavior, named non-Markovianity, can then act as a resource in various quantum information tasks such as teleportation with mixed states [18] , improvement of capacity for long quantum channels [19] , efficient entangling protocols [20] [21] [22] , and work extraction from an Otto cycle [23] .
Caharacterization and quantification of non-Markovianity has been a subject of intense study [3, 4, 24, 25] . One route is to investigate temporary increases of the entanglement shared by the open quantum system with an isolated ancilla, which amounts to measure the deviation from complete positivity (CP-divisibility) of the dynamical map describing the evolution of the system [26] . Another approach [27, 28] relies on measuring the distinguishability of two optimal initial states evolving through the same quantum channel and detecting any non-monotonicity (information backflows). Further witnesses of non-Markovianity have been proposed, based on different dynamical figures of merit, such as: channel capacities [19] , quantum mutual information [29] , local quantum uncertainty [30] , quantum interferometric power [31] [32] [33] [34] , coherence [35, 36] , state fidelity [34, 37, 38] , change of volume of the set of accessible states of the evolved system [39] , Fisher information flow [40, 41] , spectral analysis [42] , entropy production rates [43, 44] , correlation measures [45] , Choi state [46] and quantum evolution speedup [47] [48] [49] . This variety of witnesses and approaches highlight the multifaceted nature of non-Markovian behavior which hence cannot be attributed to a unique feature of the system-environment interaction, pre- * Electronic address: h.ranganijahromi@jahromu.ac.ir † Electronic address: rosario.lofranco@unipa.it venting the characterization by means of a single tool for such a phenomenon.
CP-divisibility is the most common definition for Markovianity in open quantum systems [1, 4] . A dynamical map {E t } t≥0 is defined as a family of completely positive (CP) and trace-preserving (TP) maps acting on the system Hilbert space H. Generally speaking, one calls a map k-positive if the composite map E t ⊗ I k is positive, where k, I k denote the dimensionality of the ancillary Hilbert space and its identity operator, respectively [50] . Provided that E t ⊗ I k is positive for all k ≥ 0 and for all t, then the dynamical map is completely positive. One then says that the dynamical map E t is CPdivisible (P-divisible) when the propagator V t,s , defined by E t = V t,s •E s , is completely positive (positive) for all t ≥ s ≥ 0 [1] . According to the non-Markovianity measure introduced by Rivas-Huelga-Plenio (RHP) [26] , the quantum evolution is considered Markovian if and only if the corresponding dynamical map E t is CP-divisible.
The non-Markovian character of the system dynamics can be identified through another well-known perspective proposed by Breuer-Laine-Piilo (BLP), namely the distinguishability of two evolving quantum states of the same system [27, 28] . This distinguishability is quantified by the trace distance, a commonly used distance measure for two arbitrary states ρ 1 and ρ 2 , defined as D(ρ 1 ,
. Nevertheless, this does not mean generally that D(E t (ρ 1 ), E t (ρ 2 )) is a monotonically decreasing function of time. In fact, d dt D(E t (ρ 1 ), E t (ρ 2 )) > 0 implies violation of Pdivisibility and therefore of CP-divisibility [27, 51] . In other words, under any Markovian evolution of the quantum system, one gets dD(E t (ρ 1 ), E t (ρ 2 ))/dt ≤ 0, owing to the contraction property. Therefore, its non-monotonicity can be understood as a witness of non-Markovianity due to systemenvironment backflows of information.
Studies on the role of typical figures of merit for quantum metrology, based on quantum Fisher information metric, to witness non-Markovianity have been also reported [40, 52] .
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On the other hand, non-Markovian effects can speed up the quantum evolution of a system [47, [52] [53] [54] [55] . It is known that quantifiers of statistical speed in the system Hilbert space may be associated with measures adopted in quantum metrology to investigate the ultimate limit of precision in estimating a given physical quantity [56] . The sensitivity of an initial quantum state to changes of the parameter (e.g., an unknown phase shift) of a dynamical evolution can be then determined by measures of quantum statistical speed [57] . A higher sensitivity implies higher precision in the estimation of the parameter of interest [56, 58] . These arguments naturally motivate one to inquire whether measures of quantum statistical speed can conveniently quantify the non-Markovian character of the system dynamics, a problem which has remained unexplored.
Here, we address this issue introducing a method for witnessing and measuring non-Markovianity by means of the Hilbert-Schmidt speed (HSS) [57] , a type of quantum statistical speed which has the advantage of avoiding diagonalization of the evolved density matrix. We check the efficiency of the proposed HSS-based witness in several typical situations of open quantum systems made of qubits and qutrits. In particular, we consider: one qubit subject to phasecovariant noise [59] , especially the so-called eternal non-Markovianity model [36, [60] [61] [62] [63] ; a single qubit undergoing the Pauli channel [3, 60, 64] ; two independent qubits locally interacting with leaky cavities; V-type and Λ-type three-level atom (qutrit) in a dissipative cavity. We find that the HSSbased non-Markovianity measure identifies memory effects in total agreement with the trace distance-based BLP measure, thus detecting system-environment information backflows.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly review the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt speed. In Sec. III we introduce the measure of quantum non-Markovianity via the HSS. Through various examples, the sensitivity of this measure in detecting memory effects is studied in Sec. IV. Finally, Sec. V summarizes the main results and prospects.
II. HILBERT-SCHMIDT SPEED (HSS)
We start by recalling the general framework leading to the definition of quantum statistical speed, whose the HSS is a particular case.
Let us consider the family of distance measures
with α ≥ 1 and where p = {p x } x and q = {q x } x are probability distributions. Here it is assumed that the random variable x takes only discrete values; in the case of a continuum of values, the sum is replaced by an integral. These distances satisfy the following basic properties: (i) non-negativity and normal-
Generally, in order to obtain the statistical speed from any statistical distance, one should quantify the distance between infinitesimally close distributions taken from a one-parameter family p x (ϕ) with parameter ϕ. Then, the classical statistical speed is given by
Considering now a given pair of quantum states ρ and σ, one can extend these classical notions to the quantum case by taking p x = Tr{E x ρ} and q x = Tr{E x σ} as the measurement probabilities associated with the positive-operatorvalued measure (POVM) defined by the set of {E x ≥ 0} satisfying x E x = I, where I is the identity operator. Maximizing the classical distance over all possible choices of POVMs, one obtains the corresponding quantum distance
which leads to the expression [57] 
where |X| α can be computed using the spectral decomposition
allowing for a simple evaluation because it does not need diagonalization of the argument operator. This distance is of Riemann type and limited by the following inequality relation
The Hilbert-Schmidt distance generally does not possess the contractivity property, although quantum systems such as qubits constitute useful exceptions. Necessary and sufficient conditions for contractivity of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance for the Lindblad operators have been discussed [65] . For a single qubit, it is straightforward to derive that trace and Hilbert-Schmidt distances are equivalent, namely
so that contractivity of trace distance implies contractivity of Hilbert-Schmidt distance. However, it worth to notice that this argument cannot be generalized to high-dimensional systems with Hilbert space dimension larger than two [65] . Extending Eq. (2) to the quantum case, one then obtains the quantum statistical speed as [57] 
In the special case when α = 2, the quantum statistical speed is given by the Hilbert-Schmidt speed (HSS) [57] HS
which, in analogy with the Hilbert-Schmidt distance, does not require the diagonalization of dρ ϕ /dϕ. In the following we shall introduce a non-Markovianity quantifier based on this quantity.
III. HSS-BASED NON-MARKOVIANITY MEASURE
It is known that non-Markovian effects are responsible for the speedup of quantum evolutions from an initial state to a subsequent one [47, [53] [54] [55] . It thus seems natural that measures of quantum speed limits may play the role of proper quantifiers of memory effects occurring during a system dynamics. Some works along this direction based on quantum Fisher information metric have been reported [40, 52] . Here we aim at exploiting a convenient quantum statistical speed [57] as a figure of merit of the non-Markovian character of quantum evolutions, which avoids diagonalization of the system density matrix, with consequent practical advantages in the analysis. We stress that such a quantifier would be particularly useful, especially for detecting the memory effects of high-dimensional and multipartite open quantum systems. Looking at the various possible choices among the quantum statistical speeds of Eq. (7), the most natural candidate towards this aim is just that obtained for α = 2, corresponding to the Hilbert-Schmidt speed (HSS).
In this regard, for a quantum system with n-dimensional Hilbert space H, let us take an initial state defined as
where ϕ is an unknown phase shift and {|ψ 1 , ..., |ψ n } constructs a complete and orthonormal set (basis) for H. With the idea that an increasing speed of quantum evolutions is a signature of memory effects in the system dynamics, we then introduce the HSS-based witness of non-Markovianity as
where ρ ϕ (t) denotes the evolved state of the system and HS S (ρ ϕ (t)) is defined in Eq. (8) .
In analogy to what has been done for other measures [27, 28] , a quantifier of the degree of non-Markovianity follows as
where the maximization is taken over all the possible parametrizations of the initial states. The sanity check of these quantities as faithful indicators of non-Markovianity is performed in the following section. Notice that, to this aim, it is sufficient to study the time behavior of the witness χ(t), verifying that it is positive just in correspondence of backflows of information from the environment to the system. The maximization giving the optimal initial state shall be performed numerically from a large sample of randomly generated initial states.
IV. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF NON-MARKOVIANITY
In this section, we consider several typical examples of open quantum systems of both theoretical and experimental interest to qualitatively analyze the faithfulness of the HSSbased non-Markovianity witness. This is performed by comparing the behavior of χ(t) of Eq. (10) with that of the BLP (trace distance-based) witness σ(t) ≡ d dt D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)) [27] . If χ(t) > 0 whenever σ(t) > 0, then we can claim that the proposed HSS-based measure is a bona-fide quantifier of non-Markovianity, being sensitive to information backflows.
A. One-qubit systems
Phase-covariant noise
We start by considering a single qubit undergoing a socalled phase covariant noise. The general time-local master equation, in the interaction picture (in units of ), for the density matrix ρ for a single qubit subject to phase-covariant noise is written as [59, 66, 67] 
where ω(t) represents a time-dependent frequency shift, γ i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes the time-dependent rate associated to each dissipator L i (ρ), whose expressions are [59] 
In the above equations, σ ± = 1 2 (σ x ± iσ y ) denote the inversion operators and σ i 's (i = x, y, z) are the Pauli operators. Moreover, the three dissipators L 1 , L 2 , and L 3 describe, respectively, the heating, dissipation, and dephasing. Special cases of master equations of the form of Eq. (12), describing the phase-covariant noise, are the amplitude damping model obtained for γ 1 (t) = γ 3 (t) = 0 and the pure dephasing model achieved for γ 1 (t) = γ 2 (t) = 0 [3, 68, 69] .
Indicating with |0 and |1 the ground and excited states of the qubit, respectively, one can show that the solution of the master equation of Eq. (12) is given by [59] 
where
with the time-dependent functions
,
The master equation of Eq. (12) leads to commutative dynamics, meaning E t • E s = E s • E t for any s, t ≥ 0, iff γ 1 (t) = γ(t) and γ 2 (t) = κγ(t), in which 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1. Moreover, the dynamics is unital, i.e. the corresponding channel E t satisfies E t (I) = I (I denotes the identity operator), when it is commutative and κ = 1.
Preparing the qubit in the initial state
where |± = 1 √ 2 (|0 ± |1 ), the time derivative of the HSS, that is the quantity χ(t) of Eq. (10), results to be
Accordingly, choosing ϕ = 0, the HSS-based witness χ(t) > 0 tells us that the process is non-Markovian when γ 1 (t) + γ 2 (t) + 4γ 3 (t) < 0. On the other hand, choosing ϕ = π 2 , the dynamics is non-Markovian by the HSS-based witness when γ 1 (t) + γ 2 (t) < 0. In other words, the dynamics is detected as non-Markovian if either of the conditions above holds. This is exactly the same result obtained by the BLP witness σ(t) for the same dynamical instance [24] ). Notice that the sensivity of the witness χ(t) is investigated by considering general conditions for the phase-covariant noise, which encompass many of the most studied qubit dynamics such as pure dephasing, amplitude damping noise, depolarizing noise and the so-called eternal non-Markovianity [62] . As a general insight from this first example, we thus observe that the HSS-based witness performs in perfect agreement with the BLP measure. It is known that the BLP measure, for which breaking CP-divisibility is a consequence of breaking P-divisibility [27, 51] , is tighter than other proposed non-Markovianity measures [24] . On the basis of the above results, the same property holds for the HSSbased witness.
Pauli channel
In this section, we consider a qubit subject to a Pauli channel, whose corresponding master equation is [60, 70] 
where γ i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3) denote the decoherence rate associated to the i-th channel. The dynamics may be rewritten in the following equivalent form [60, 70] 
where σ 0 = I (identity operator), σ i 's are the Pauli matrices, and p i (t)'s denote the time-dependent probability distribution. Notice that p 0 (0) = 1 and p i (0) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3), guaranteeing that E 0 = I (identity channel). The explicit expressions of the time-dependent probabilities of the Pauli channel are
where λ 1 (t) = e −2(Γ 2 (t)+Γ 3 (t)) , λ 2 (t) = e −2(Γ 1 (t)+Γ 3 (t)) , and λ 3 (t) = e −2(Γ 1 (t)+Γ 2 (t)) , with
It is straightforward to show that this dynamics is unital (E t (I) = I). When γ 1 (t) = γ 2 (t), the unital case of the phasecovariant master equation and the Pauli channel with the same decay rates coincide with each other. It should be noted that the general Pauli channel includes a larger set of dynamics than the unital phase-covariant noise, such as bit-flip and bitphase-flip channels. Before analysing the HSS-based witness, we recall useful results valid for the Pauli channel extracted from previous works [60, 70] . In particular: (i) according to the RHP non-Markovian criterion, the dynamics is Markovian if and only if all of the decoherence rates remain positive for all t ≥ 0, i.e., γ i (t) ≥ 0, for all i = 1, 2, 3; (ii) according to BLP non-Markovian criterion, the dynamics is Markovian if and only if the sum of all pairs of distinct decoherence rates remains positive, i.e., γ i (t) + γ j (t) ≥ 0 for all j i.
With this in mind, we calculate the HSS-based witness χ(t) introduced in Eq. (10). The qubit is initially prepared in a state parametrized as
For three different optimal initial parametrizations given by the set {|ψ + 0 (0) , |ψ + 0 (π/2) , |ψ − 0 (π/2) } one easily finds, respectively,
Therefore, according to the HSS-based criterion the dynamics is deemed Markovian if and only if γ 1 (t) + γ 2 (t) ≥ 0, γ 1 (t) + γ 3 (t) ≥ 0 and γ 2 (t) + γ 3 (t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0, exactly the same as the condition (ii) above obtained by the BLP measure. Whenever at least one of the three conditions above is not satisfied, that is γ i (t)+γ j (t) < 0 for some j i, the qubit dynamics exhibits memory effects and is non-Markovian.
B. Two-qubit system
We now investigate a composite quantum system consisting of two separated qubits, A and B, which independently interact with their own dissipative reservoir (leaky cavity). The general Hamiltonian is therefore written as H = H A + H B . The single qubit-reservoir Hamiltonian is ( ≡ 1) [1] 
where ω 0 represents the transition frequency of the qubit, σ ± are the system raising and lowering operators, ω k is the frequency of the k-th field mode of the reservoir, b k and b † k denote, respectively, the k-mode creation and annihilation operators, B = k g k b k with g k being the coupling constant with the k-th mode. At zero temperature and in the basis {|1 , |0 }, from the above Hamiltonian with a Lorentzian spectral density for the cavity modes, one finds that the dynamics of the qubit can be described by the evolved reduced density matrix [1, 71] 
where the coherence characteristic function P(t) is
with Γ = 2γ 0 λ − λ 2 . The rate λ denotes the spectral width for the qubit-reservoir coupling (photon decay rate) and is connected to the reservoir correlation time τ c by the relation τ c = 1/λ. The decay rate γ 0 is instead related to the system (qubit) relaxation time scale τ r by τ r = 1/γ 0 . In the strong coupling regime, occurring for γ 0 > λ/2, the non-Markovian effects become relevant [1] . The density matrix evolution of the two independent qubits can be then easily obtained knowing the evolved density matrix of a single qubit [71] . The elements of the two-qubit evolved density matrix ρ(t) are presented in Appendix A. Using the definition D(ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = 1 2 Tr|ρ 1 − ρ 2 | and the optimal pair of two-qubit quantum states ρ 1 (0) = |++ ++|,
On the other hand, preparing the two-qubit system in the initial state
we find that the HSS of Eq. (8) is given by
which is independent of the phase ϕ. The numerical computation immediately shows that, in the weak coupling regime (λ > 2γ 0 ), the behavior of D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)), HS S (ρ ϕ (t)), and P(t) is essentially a Markovian exponential decay controlled by γ 0 (all of them are decreasing monotonic functions of time). Differently, in the strong coupling regime (λ < 2γ 0 ), where memory effects appear, D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)), HS S (ρ ϕ (t)), and P(t) simultaneously exhibit an oscillatory behavior such that their maximum and minimum points exactly coincide, as shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, one notices that χ(t) = d dt HS S (ρ ϕ (t)) > 0 in the very same periods when σ(t) = d dt D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)) > 0, which detects the system-environment information backflows. Hence, the HSS-based measure is in perfect agreement with the trace distance-based witness and can be used as an efficient tool for assessing non-Markovianity in two-qubit systems. C. One-qutrit systems
V-type three-level open quantum system
In this section, we investigate the non-Markovian dynamics of a V-type three level atom, playing the role of a qutrit, coupled to a dissipative environment [73, 74] . We recall that three-level quantum systems (qutrits) can be promising alternative candidates to be used in quantum processors instead of the standard two-level systems (qubits) [75, 76] . For a V-type qutrit interacting with a dissipative reservoir, the two upper levels, i.e., |2 and |1 are coupled to the ground state |0 with transition frequencies ω 2 and ω 1 , respectively. The Hamiltonian of the total system can be written as
where ( ≡ 1)
represents the free Hamiltonian of the system plus the environment, while
is the interaction Hamiltonian in which σ ( j) ± ( j = 1, 2) are the standard raising and lowering operators between each of the two upper levels and the ground one. The index k denotes the different reservoir field modes with frequencies ω k , creation and annihilation operators b † k , b k and coupling constants g jk . We assume that the relaxation rates of the two upper levels are equal, the two upper atomic levels are degenerated, the atomic transitions are resonant with the central frequency of the reservoir and the photonic bath is initially with no excitation. Under these conditions and after applying the unitary transformation
with
on the evolved density matrix ρ(t) obtained in the interaction picture and written in the basis {|2 , |1 , |0 }, one obtains the evolved state of the V-type atom by [74, 77] 
In the above dynamical map, the Kraus operators are
with G ± (t) = e −λt/2 cosh where d ± = λ 2 − 2λ(γ ± |γθ|), λ is the spectral width of the reservoir, γ is the relaxation rate, and θ depends on the relative angle between two dipole moment elements associated with the transitions |2 → |0 and |1 → |0 . For example, θ = 0 means that the dipole moments of the two transitions are perpendicular to each other and corresponds to the case where there is no spontaneously generated interference (SGI) between the two decay channels. Moreover, θ = ±1 indicates that the two dipole moments are parallel or antiparallel, corresponding to the strongest SGI between the two decay channels.
Using the trace distance-based measure for the non-Markovianity analysis of this system, one chooses the optimal pair of initial orthogonal pure states ρ 1 (0) = |ψ + ψ + | and ρ 2 (0) = |ψ − ψ − |, where |ψ ± = (|+ ± |0 )/ √ 2 with |+ = (|2 + |1 )/2, giving [74] D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)) = |G + (t)|.
On the other hand, to assess the memory effects by the HSSbased measure, the qutrit is initially taken in the state
where |ĩ = U|i (i = 1, 2, 3). The HSS of Eq. (8) is then easily obtained as
being independent of the initial phase ϕ.
We can now compare the time behaviors of the two quantities above, which is plotted in Fig. 2 . We notice that the trace distance and the HSS are in perfect qualitative agreement, clearly showing that χ(t) = d dt HS S (ρ ϕ (t)) is positive whenever σ(t) ≡ d dt D(ρ 1 (t), ρ 2 (t)) > 0. Therefore, the HSS-based measure guarantees that the qutrit dynamics exhibits non-Markovian behavior exactly in correspondence of system-environment information backflows.
Λ-type three-level open quantum system
The last system considered in our case study analysis is the so-called Λ model, consisting of a three-level atom (qutrit) with excited state |a and two ground states |b and |c which interacts off-resonantly with a cavity field [73] . The cavity modes are assumed to have a Lorentzian spectral density
where λ is the cavity spectral width, ω cav represents the resonance frequency of the cavity, and the rate γ 0 quantifies the strength of the system-environment coupling. Moreover, ∆ i = ω i − ω cav denotes the detuning of the i-th transition frequency of the atom from the cavity resonance frequency, being ω 1 ≡ ω ab and ω 2 ≡ ω ac . The master equation describing the reduced dynamics of the Λ-type atom and its analytical solution are reported, for convenience, in Appendix B. This is characterized by two Lindblad operators |b a| and |c a| corresponding to the time-dependent decay rates, respectively, γ 1 (t) and γ 2 (t).
To find the conditions for dynamical memory effects by means of the HSS-based measure, we prepare the Λ-type atom in the initial state 
This equation reveals that the non-Markovian character of the system dynamics is identified by the sum of the timedependent decay rates γ 1 (t) + γ 2 (t), which takes into account the competing processes of the two decay channels associated to γ 1 (t) and γ 2 (t), respectively. This is physically expected, also on the basis of previous analysis of such a Λ-type system in terms of non-Markovian quantum jumps [78] . Let us qualitatively discuss some particular conditions. When both γ 1 (t) and γ 2 (t) are nonnegative, χ(t) ≤ 0 so that the dynamics is Markovian: in this case, the rate of information flow may change but the direction of the flow remains constant, namely from the system to the environment. On the other hand, it is known that, when the detunings ∆ i are large enough, the decay rates γ i assume temporary negative values which produce information backflows from the cavity to the system [28, 78] : hence, memory effects occur (χ(t) > 0) when γ 1 (t) + γ 2 (t) < 0 with an overall backflow of information. For ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 the decay rates are simultaneously negative in the same time regions, while for ∆ 1 ∆ 2 the decay rates can have opposite signs [28] . In the latter situation, the cooperative action of the two channels become relevant. When the channel corresponding to the decay rate γ i (t) (i = 1, 2) produces more information flow from environment to system than the other channel associated to γ j (t) ( j i), then |γ i (t)| > |γ j (t)|. This means that γ j (t) < −γ i (t) during the time intervals when γ i (t) is negative and γ j (t) is positive: it is thus sufficient that only γ i (t) is negative to assure non-Markovianity (χ(t) > 0). These results are fully consistent with the previous findings obtained by the BLP (trace distace-based) witness [28] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have established a relation between the non-Markovian dynamics of open quantum systems and the positive changing rate of the Hilbert-Schmidt speed (HSS), which is a special case of quantum statistical speed. The idea underlying this definition is grounded on the fact that the speedup of quantum evolutions is a signature of memory effects in the dynamics of the system interacting with the surrounding environment. By the introduced HSS-based witness, we have then defined a quantitative measure of dynamical memory effects.
We have shown, in an extensive case study analysis, that the proposed witness is as efficient as the well-known trace distance-based (BLP) measure in detecting the non-Markovianity. The models considered for our study encompass many of the most paradigmatic open quantum systems (single qubits, two qubits and single qutrits undergoing dissipative and nondissipative dynamics), and provide evidence for the sensitivity of our HSS-based witness. Besides its conceptual interest, we remark that the HSS-based quantifier does not require diagonalization of the reduced system density matrix, with consequent practical advantages in the analysis. In fact, a quantifier with this characteristic is particularly useful, especially for assessing memory effects of high-dimensional and multipartite open quantum systems.
The HSS is related to the Hilbert-Schmidt metric. However, despite the non-contractivity of the Hilbert-Schmidt distance for quantum systems of dimension d > 2, we have shown that the HSS-based witness is a faithful non-Markovianity measure (satisfying contractivity) for all the systems studied, including qutrits (d = 3). As a prospect, these results stimulate the investigation for systems of higher dimension to assess the extent of validity.
Our study supplies an alternative useful tool to detect non-Markovianity based on the concept of quantum statistical speed sensitive to system-environment information backflows. It thus motivates further analyses on the role of memory effects in composite open quantum systems and their relation to quantum speedup.
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